
Year 5 Curriculum Overview
Term: Summer 2

Subject Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7

English Core Book: Runaway Robot by Frank Cottrell-Boyce
Writing Outcomes: setting descriptions and independent story writing

Punctuation and
Grammar

___ing, ___ed
sentences:
Subordinate clause,
adverbs,
prepositions,
conjunctions

Relative clauses
beginning with who,
which, where, when,
whose, that, or an
omitted relative
pronoun

NOUN, who/ which/

where sentences:

Comma, clause,

relative clause, noun

Indicating degrees of

possibility modal

verbs [for example,

might, should, will,

must

Outside (inside)

sentences: Brackets,

dashes or commas

to indicate

parenthesis

Linking ideas across

paragraphs using

adverbials of time

[for example, later],

place [for example,

nearby] and number

[for example,

secondly] or tense

choices [for

example, he had

seen her before]

The more, the more
sentences

Relative clauses
beginning with who,
which, where, when,
whose, that, or an
omitted relative
pronoun

Use of commas to

clarify meaning or

avoid ambiguity

Indicating degrees of

possibility using

adverbs [for

example, perhaps,

surely]

Brackets, dashes or
commas to indicate
parenthesis

Indicating degrees of

possibility modal

verbs [for example,

might, should, will,

must



Spelling

Maths Geometry: Properties of Shape (week 1-3)

-identify angles

-compare and order angles

measuring an angle in degrees

-measure using a protractor

-draw lines and angles accurately

-calculate angles on a straight line

-calculate angles around a point

-triangles

-quadrilaterals

-calculate lengths and angles in shapes

-regular and irregular polygons

-reasoning about 3.d shapes

Geometry: Position and Direction (week

4-5)

-describe position

-draw on a grid

-position in the first quadrant

-translation

-translation with coordinates

-line of symmetry

-complete a symmetrical figure

-reflection

-reflection with coordinates

Measurement:

converting units

(week 6)

-kilometers

-kg and km

-mm and ml

-metric units

-imperial units

-units of time

timetables

Volume (week 7)

-introduce volume

-compare volume

-estimate volume

-estimate capacity

Maths KIRF ● Decimal number bonds to 1 and 10
● Metric conversion

Science Humans
Children will learn

● All humans go through physical and behavioural changes from infancy to adulthood. The period of most significant change is called puberty, and takes
place when a human is around 10-13 years old, although this can vary greatly. Puberty is the process bodies go through to prepare for having children as



adults.
● All humans have different bodies. The shapes and sizes of each different part varies greatly throughout the species.
● Male and female humans have different body parts, which make a difference to how they are affected by puberty.
● During puberty, most humans experience:

○ Growth of pubic hair around genitals, underarm hair, and general thickening of other hair on body.
○ An increase in the amount of sweat produced. Hygiene becomes more important during puberty.
○ Many people also develop acne, which can be uncomfortable or feel embarrassing but will go away after a few years.
○ General growth spurt - reaching adult height.

● During puberty, male humans will often experience:
○ Growth of penis and testicles.
○ Deepening of voice.
○ Wet dreams, which are involuntary emissions of semen while they sleep.

● During puberty, female humans will often experience:
○ Development of breasts. This can be painful.
○ White vaginal discharge may develop. This is normal and nothing to worry about.
○ Menstrual periods start up, which is when the uterus sheds its lining, and some blood comes out of the body through the vagina. Again, this is

completely normal.
○ Weight gain and shape change - generally gaining weight around thighs, hips and upper arms.

Geography Country focus: Brazil

Children will learn:

● To locate the country of Brazil and identify its key human and physical features

● To use data to analyse the climate of the different regions of Brazil

● To define the term ‘urbanisation’ and convey some push and pull factors for it

● To understand what is meant by the term ‘poverty’

● To discuss the factors which affect the lives of indigenous Amazonians

● To use a range of facts and information to report on what life is like in Brazil

Religion Theme: Commitment

Religion: Christianity

Children will be able to:

● Show an understanding of why people show commitment in different ways.

● Describe how different practices enable Christians to show their commitment to God and understand that some of these will be more significant to some

Christians than others.

● Explain why I think some ways of showing commitment to God would be better

● than others for Christians.



Art & DT Art - Artist focus
Children will

● Learn about the Pop Art movement, understanding the different techniques involved
● Analyse the work of Jean-Michel Basquiat, Andy Warhol and Keith Haring
● Compare the differences and similarities between the work of the artists above

PSHE Safety and the changing body

Children will learn

● To understand how to help someone who is bleeding

● To understand external physical changes during puberty

● To understand internal physical changes during puberty

● To understand the menstrual cycle

● To understand emotional changes during puberty

● To understand the skills needed to take on responsibilities in school

PE Athletics
Developing techniques of:

● Developing rhythm in running and over obstacles
● Jumping high and low
● Throwing - “pull” throw / for distance and accuracy
● Sprinting starts / style
● Jumping combinations
● Distance running
● Relays / take over - “unsweep”
● Estimating duration, distance and speed
● Using a range of equipment and techniques when throwing; jumping with combination jumps for distance / height; experiencing a range of rhythms and

speeds when running, and understanding when to apply them; developing sprint starts.

Computing Music - Scratch
Children will

● To tinker with Scratch music elements
● To create a program that plays themed music
● To plan a soundtrack program
● To program a soundtrack
● To program music for a specific purpose

Spanish En El Colegio
Children will learn to

● Name the subjects we study in school in Spanish with the correct definite article/determiner.



● Extend sentences by giving an opinion on the various school subjects and extend even further by giving a justification for that subject.
● Start to tell the time by learning how to say time by the hour.
● Say at what time and on what day we study certain school subjects.


